
Introduction

In an eff ort to simplify and clarify how to properly use the Tire Mafi a product line, we have prepared the following 

guidelines and instructions.  All Tire Mafi a products will work on any brand of tire.  This instruction sheet is meant to 

be a basic outline to help you better understand the Tire Mafi a product line.  We believe that how you use the product 

is more important than the product itself.  Simply applying the product to a tire is not enough to be successful, no 

matter what product you use.  How you apply it and when you apply the product is what makes the real diff erence in 

your performance.  We encourage all racers to experiment with diff erent procedures to fi nd what works best for them.

Tire Prepping Explained

Inside Tire Treating

Objective - Chemically treating a tire from the inside allows the prep to soften the structure of the tire by penetrating 

the cords and structural rubber along the inside of the tire.

Result - Chemically treating the inside of a tire will soften the contact patch of the tire and make it more pliable.  This 

can increase the amount of bite a tire will make.   

* Please note that softer is not always better (see below.)

Outside Tire Treating

Objective – Tires are prepped on the outside for one of two reasons.  First, to soften the tread rubber in order to ad-

here to a softer track surface.  Second, to increase the amount of grip, or “bite,” the tire has.  Some preps will add grip 

to a tire without softening the tread rubber, while others will do both.  

* Please note that a softer tire will not always bite better, and more prep does not always mean more bite.  The key is match-

ing the tire’s surface to the track’s surface so they will adhere best.

Result – Tires that are properly prepped from the outside will make maximum grip because the tire will adhere to the 

track surface best.  Tires that have the right amount and type of prep will run faster on the initial laps, which will pro-

vide better qualifying and restarts.  

* Please note that tires which have been prepped on the outside will wear much faster than tires which have not been 

prepped. 

Instructions & Guidelines
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Part No. 12098

The original Tire Mafi a is the fl agship of our entire tire program and is likely the most widely used inside tire prep in 

the industry.  It specifi cally targets the objective and the result explained above.  It is not recommended for use on the 

outside of any tires.  This is an inside only prep!

Weekly Procedure - Prep is injected or drawn into the valve stem using a piece of fuel line.  Next, place the tires on 

a tire roller and allow them to roll continuously for at least 6 hours.  We recommend the tire be prepped and rolled 

approximately 3 days before the race to allow time for the prep to work through.  You may roll the tires right up to the 

day of the event, but you will not get the full eff ect. We prefer that the tires be mounted on wheels, but you may roll 

them without.  We recommend adding 10% more volume when rolling without the wheel to off set evaporation.

Measurement & Mixture - We measure prep in cc’s (cubic centimeters) rather than ounces because it’s more precise.  

(FYI… 1-ounce = 30cc.)  We typically use this prep in 25cc increments.  Since this prep is aggressive, each 25cc incre-

ment will soften the tire approximately 2-3 points on the durometer when used at full strength.  We often mix Mafi a 25 

with the inside Mafi a during summer months or anytime we feel full strength is too aggressive.  25-50% of the Mafi a 

25 works well.  When and how to mix is something you will have to determine based on the track and conditions.

Part No. 12092

This is our most versatile prep because it can be used in a wide array of ways and conditions.  It is most commonly 

used as an outside prep but it can be used as a stand alone inside prep or it can be mixed with our Original Tire Mafi a 

(see above).  When used as an outside prep, it is not considered to be an aggressive prep, which is noted by the bite 

level of 25.  It is best suited for hard surfaces with little moisture.  Mafi a 25 can be used as both a trackside prep and 

weekly prep.  It can be hand wiped or rolled in pans.  This prep has low residue and thus it can be applied in hot or 

cold temperatures.  It also mixes well with common prep reducers such as Acrysol, Mineral Spirits, Speedy 500, etc.  

Mafi a 25 is also frequently used as a reducer to our Mafi a 100 and Mafi a 200 (read more below), as well as other popu-

lar preps such as “Goat Pee” and “Wintergreen.”

Weekly Procedure - Once all the surface work, such as cutting, sanding, and needling the tire is complete, Mafi a 25 

can be applied by hand wiping or pan rolling.  For hard tracks, 2-4 wipes or 10-20 minutes in the pan is normal.  If 

more bite is desired, increasing the number of wipes to 10-12 or pan-time to 60 mins is recommended.  We recom-

mend a dry time of 12-36 hours before use.  This allows the prep to penetrate deeper into the tire.

Trackside Procedure - Mafi a 25 is a great trackside prep.  It can be used full strength or reduced with Acrysol for hard 

dry surfaces.  Once tires are washed and dried, wipe 1-3 coats between sessions, depending on the amount of bite 

needed.  For damp surfaces, we recommend adding another chemical to the Mafi a 25, such as Mafi a 100, Mafi a 200, or 

“Goat Pee.”  Mafi a 25 can be used as the major or the minor chemical in these mixtures. 

Part No. 12093

Mafi a 100 is our most popular outside prep, despite the fact that some racers have used it on the inside as well.  When 

used as an outside prep, it is considered to be mildly aggressive, which is noted by the bite level of 100.  It is best suit-

ed for semi-hard surfaces with moderate moisture levels.  Mafi a 100 can be used as both a trackside prep and weekly 
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prep.  It can be hand wiped or rolled in pans.  This prep has moderate residue, so it can be applied warm or cold but

not hot.  Unless time is an issue, we recommend using this prep at ambient temperature.  It mixes well with common 

prep reducers such as Acrysol, Mineral Spirits, Speedy 500, etc.  Mafi a 100 is also frequently used as a reducer to more 

aggressive preps such as Mafi a 200 (read below), as well as other popular preps such as “Goat Pee” and “Wintergreen.”

Weekly Procedure - Once all surface work, such as cutting, sanding, and needling is complete, Mafi a 100 can be 

applied by hand wiping or pan rolling.  For moderately fi rm track surfaces, 2-4 wipes or 10-20 minutes in the pan is 

normal.  If more bite is needed, increasing the wipes to 8-10 or pan-time to 60 mins is recommended.  Be sure to wipe 

tires dry after removing them from the pan.  Allowing tires to air dry after rolling will cause the tires to become sticky.  

We recommend a dry time of 48 hours before use.  This allows the prep to penetrate deeper and create maximum grip.

Trackside Procedure - Mafi a 100 is a great trackside prep.  It can be used full strength or reduced with Acrysol for hard 

dry surfaces.  Once tires are washed and dried, wipe 1-3 coats between track sessions, depending on the amount of 

bite needed.  For  heavy damp surfaces, we recommend adding another chemical to the Mafi a 100, such as Mafi a 200, 

or “Goat Pee.”  Mafi a 100 can be used as the major or the minor chemical in these mixtures.

Mafi a 100 Prep Tip - Unlike the Mafi a 25, we do not recommend applying the Mafi a 100 to hot tires.  Applying to hot 

tires will cause carrier chemicals in the prep to evaporate leaving the surface of the tire sticky.  It is best to apply to a 

cool or luke-warm tire and allow the prep a few minutes to penetrate into the tire.  Then place the tire in tire warmers, 

not a heat box, to push the prep into the tire.  If the surface of the tire does become sticky and will no longer absorb 

prep, simply clean the surface of the tire with Mafi a 25 on a clean rag.

Part No. 12094

Mafi a 200 is a relatively new prep to our line, but it is rapidly gaining popularity.  The 200 is similiar to Mafi a 100, 

except the 200 is stronger and suited for situations where more bite is needed.  It is considered to be semi-aggressive, 

which is noted by the bite level of 200.  It is best suited for semi-soft surfaces with medium to high moisture levels.  

Mafi a 200 can be used as both a trackside prep and weekly prep.  It can be hand wiped or rolled in pans.  This prep has 

medium residue, thus it can be applied warm or cold, but not hot.  Unless time is an issue, we recommend using this 

prep at ambient temperature.  It mixes well with common prep reducers such as Acrysol, Mineral Spirits, Speedy 500, 

etc.  Mafi a 200 is also frequently used as a reducer to more aggressive preps such as “Goat Pee” and “Wintergreen.”
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Weekly Procedure - Once all surface work, such as cutting, sanding, and needling is completed, Mafi a 200 can be 

applied by hand wiping or pan rolling.  For moderately soft track surfaces, 2-4 wipes or 10-20 minutes in the pan is 

normal.  If more bite is needed, increasing the wipes to 8-10 or pan-time to 60 mins is recommended.  Be sure to wipe 

tires dry after removing them from the pan.  Allowing tires to air dry after rolling will cause the tires to become sticky.  

We recommend a dry time of 48 hours before use.  This allows the prep to penetrate deeper and create maximum grip.

Trackside Procedure - Mafi a 200 is our most aggressive trackside prep and works extremely well.  It can be used at full 

strength or reduced with Acrysol for hard dry surfaces.  Once tires are washed and dried, wipe 1-3 coats between track 

sessions, depending on the amount of bite needed.  For heavy damp surfaces, we recommend adding another chemi-

cal to the Mafi a 200, such as “Goat Pee” or Wintergreen.  Mafi a 200 can be used as the major or the minor chemical in 

these mixtures.  (Mafi a 200 works very well with Goat Pee on slick surfaces.)

Mafi a 200 Prep Tip - Unlike the Mafi a 25, we do not recommend applying the Mafi a 200 to hot tires.  Applying to hot 

tires will cause carrier chemicals in the prep to evaporate leaving the surface of the tire sticky.  It is best to apply to a 

cool or luke-warm tire and allow the prep a few minutes to penetrate into the tire.  Then place the tire in tire warmers, 

not a heat box, to push the prep into the tire.  If the surface of the tire does become sticky and will no longer absorb 

prep, simply clean the surface of the tire with Mafi a 25 on a clean rag.



DESCRIPTION MOISTURE TRACK SURFACE INSIDE PREP WEEKLY TRACKSIDE

HEAVY & WET Very High Extremely Soft 125cc 200 & Goat Pee 200 & Goat Pee

SLICK & WET Very High Soft 100cc 100 & Goat Pee 100 & Goat Pee

HEAVY W/ BITE High Firm 75-100cc 200 200

FIRM W/ BITE Medium Firm 50-75cc 100 / 200 100 / 200

FIRM & SLICK Dry Firm 50cc 100 / 25 100

HARD W/ BITE Dry Hard 25cc 25 25

HARD & SLICK Dry / Dusty Hard 25cc 25 / Acrysol 25 / Acrysol

* Reduce the volume for left side tires proportionally.

Example...

To ensure that you have a good understanding of how to properly execute the Tire Mafi a tire program, here is a step-

by-step example of preparing a new set of tires for racing.  This example is based on preparing tires for a “fi rm w/ bite” 

track condition.  You will have to adjust the volumes to fi t your specifi c situation.

1. Monday, mount tires as normal to manufacture’s recommendations.

2. Do any cutting that may be necessary.  If tires are not cut, sand or scuff  the tires to remove the mold glaze from  

 the outside of the tire.

3. Remove valve stem core and draw 50-75cc of Original Tire Mafi a into tire using a short piece of fuel line.

4. Install valve core and infl ate tire to 3psi.  

5. Place tire on continuous tire roller for at least 6 hours.  (There is no harm in rolling tires longer than 6 hours.  Let 

 ting them roll overnight is common.)

6. Tuesday, wipe tires 3-4 times with Mafi a 200.  Allow time for each coat to dry completely before reapplying.  

7. Wednesday, wipe tires 3-4 times with Mafi a 100.  Allow time for each coat to dry completely before reapplying.  

8. Let tires air dry until weekend.  

9. At the track, wash and dry tires after each track session with soapy water.  

10. Apply 1-2 coats of Mafi a 100 or Mafi a 200 between sessions.  Remember, Mafi a 200 is used if more bite  is needed.  
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Preparation Chart

Warning and Disclaimer

All Tire Mafi a preps are chemical based and can be harmful to its users.  Inhalation and/or ingestion may be fatal! Expo-

sure may cause skin and eye irritation.  The use of chemical resistant gloves and respirators are highly recommended!

o Keep out of reach of children.  

o Use in well ventilated areas only.

o Keep away from pregnant and nursing women.  

o Caution!  Combustible liquid and vapor!

For emergency information, contact Chemtrec at 1-800-424-0300

Racing is a dangerous activity!  Neither Phantom Racing Chassis nor Wiggins Kart Shop, Inc. will be liable for and loss, 

damage, or injury arising from the use, directly or indirectly, of any products we manufacture and/or sell.  The user 

shall determine the safety of the products and assumes all responsibility therein.


